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My love of  teaching comes from a love of  learning. The world of  ceramics is enormous, and even now, I am
constantly learning new techniques, discovering new materials, and finding new ways to engage with clay. I am
continually inspired by my students, and they are always surprising me.

In the classroom, I nurture an environment of  support and mentoring, giving students the skills and
information that they need for a successful professional future in the arts. The needs of  a ceramics studio are
particularly involved, and I foster a culture of  helping by including students in group clean-ups, making clay,
mixing glazes, and other studio tasks. Through the completion of  these tasks, students learn technical
information about studio safety and materials, as they build healthy working habits, and practice being
responsible, considerate community members. Most importantly, through this active engagement with the
inner workings of  the studio, students become invested in the studio itself  and in the community, and a feeling
of  belonging begins to grow.

Equity in the classroom means actively fighting any form of  othering. My methods in this fight are to ensure
pluralistic representation in course materials, tto make a personal connection with each student, and to
appreciate that each student brings with them into the classroom a richness of  their own experience. In
working with students of  all backgrounds, and students who identify as neurodivergent, equity in the
classroom means holding space for everyone, meeting them where they are, using a range of  instructional
methods to meet learning objectives, and reassuring everyone that they belong.

My pedagogy is focused on experimentation and support as students learn the technical skills  needed to
realize personal concepts. I approach each project as a collaboration between the student and myself,
encouraging them to make confident decisions, giving them the structure and support that they need to
produce work that matches their intentions. I will rarely say “no” to a student’s idea, and will work with them
to make their ideas materialize.

I encourage and reward self-reliant decision making, focusing on student agency. As I design my courses, I
continually sharpen and revise my curricula to deliver rigorous course content with innovation, playing with
new methods of  active and experiential learning. I combine low stakes preparatory projects that improve
technique with longer major projects that focus on theory and composition, emphasizing practice and
patience.

The curriculum begins by building students’ intuition and muscle memory as they experience the nature of
clay through projects that explore its distinct phases - how it becomes stiff  as it dries - learning how and when
to work with each phase of  the clay. The curriculum then expands to include technical information such as
glaze chemistry, clay body formulation, kiln operation, and more. Students begin to explore concept in their
work, researching artists, discovering movements, eras or methods that they are particularly drawn to, and
finding, defining, and refining their artistic voice.

As students become upperclassmen, they will learn how to best present themselves to the public as
developed, competent artists by building a portfolio with professional photographs, and by developing both a
resume and a curriculum vitae that showcase their accumulated skills and experience. By the time students
graduate from the program, they will have a strong foundation of  technical and materials knowledge, and a
professional portfolio that represents their unique artistic voice. They leave school with the confidence and
the ability to make a strong launch into the world after graduation, knowing they can always reach out if  they
need support along the way.


